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A website name is the first impression a person gets of your website. It should describe your
business for consumers, build your online presence, improve marketing and protect your brand.But
there is much more to this issue than one might think, such as where to buy domains, choosing the
right name and what TLD to choose. A well chosen site name can foster your business in various
ways one of them is by increasing search engine traffic.Extensions are the .com, .in, .net, .org, .info,
etc. All of these extensions can be easily searched by the search engines. But it is always the .com
which is most popular and widely used. If you get .com extension, you can increase its chances of
popularity.

Your domain name registration requires consideration and appropriate research. This is easy but
important to be done well.While there are several companies that offer these services, not all
companies provide the same benefits. Some companies require you to use their website hosting or
download third party software to use their system. Other companies allow you to register a web site,
but donâ€™t automatically renew the name, which opens the name up for anyone to buy. There are
some important steps for to be followed.First of all it  may be short and simple for remembering
easily. Generic names are easy to remember, and there is always a generic name, no matter which
business you are in.Sometimes it may be necessary that your site's name reflects your company
name. Whatever you do, avoid small pitfalls on way to  registration. Long and hyphenated names
are not good because they add to confusion. Moreover, people rarely remember them.Beware of
companies that offers free services. Most of these companies have hidden fees or restrictions
associated with the domain name, so pay very close attention to the contract before purchasing
from one of these companies. The domain name industry is regulated and overseen by ICANN
(Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers). It also certifies the domain name
registrars. There are numerous domain name registrars registering domain names, but you must
choose the domain name registrar certified by ICANN.Once you have chosen a domain name
registrar, you will have to enter contact details and the name server for the domain. You will have to
give an ownership/contact record for your domain.Private listing is better option, if you donâ€™t want the
details of your contacts be shown up. Private listing will cost you more, but it will save you from the
spammers that look up domain information to contact the webmasters.The next step for domain
registration will be setting up name server and domain parking. The name server is the name or IP
address of the server where your domain will be pointed to.After setting the name servers and right
contact information, it will be necessary for you to lock your domain. After locking the domain, you
will not be able to make changes to its contact information or to the settings of the name server, but
it will prevent the others from registering the same domain name. You will have to unlock the status
to make any changes. Our company is a popular domain name registrar and provides domains and
hosting packages to both businesses and individual customers.
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